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Since 1893 the Holy Shrcud ~f Turin has been a storm-center af controversy.
Violently attacked and passionately defended, it has also been the subject of quiet,
persistent research. Is this r-ea'l.Ly the burial cloth of Christ? The two life-size
figures that it bears, representing the front and the back of a tall, well-propor
tioned man, covered with wOill1ds and blood, but revealed in the photograph of the
Shroud as rrajestic in ignorrdrly and indomitable in death -- are these really the
imprints !"If the Victim of Calvary? Men like N. Noguier de Malijay and Antonio
Tonelli, Professors of Science at the Salesian Institute in Turin, above all Paul
Vignon, Professor of Biology at the Sorbonne and later at the Institut Catholique
of Paris, dedicated themselves to a conscientious study of the fascinating problem,
while awaiting the day when new light might bring a final solution.

It was at the exposition of the Shroud in 1931 that the decisive evidence
was discovered. On that occasion Giuseppe Enrie made a series of superb photographs;
and Vignon and Tonelli, among others, were able at last to examine the Shroud. Cer
tain anticipations were not realized, and certain tentative conclusions had to be
rejected. Instead, before the amazed eyes of the investigators there was displayed
a wealth of luminous evidence that surpassed all expectations. These were clearly
the imprints of a human corpse, and the imprints formed the image of a man who
bore all the characteristics of the Christ of Calvary.

The attention of the scientific world was focussed more intensely on that
mysterious sheet of linen, and nne by one scientists, medical men, scholars in every
field, surrendered to the mute testimony of the Shroud. The roster of the French
and the Italian Commission of the Holy Shroud is assurance enough that one need not
be a credulous devotee to accept this as the true winding-sheet of the Savior with
the imprints of His martyred body.

Pope Pius XI may be regarded as the most eminent spokesman of the many
scholars and scientists who have frankly avowed their conviction of the authenticity
of the Shroud. On one occasion, referring to the irnprints, he marie the following
carefully measured statement:

The Holy Shroud of Turin is still"mysterious, but it is certainly not
the work of any human hand. This, one can now say, is demonstrated.
We said mysterious, because that sacred object still involves many
problems, but certainly it is more sacred than perhaps any other;
and, as is now established in the most positive IDnnner, even apart
from any idea of faith or Christian piety, it is certainly not a
human work. (1)

On another occasion, declaring that he spoke as a scholar and not as Pope,
His Holiness said: IlWe have personally followed the studies on the Holy Shroud, and
We Cl':'e convinced of its authenticity. Obgections have been made, but they are
wo"t-t h.l.e ss , II (2)

About 1935 a new voice was heard among the advocates of the Shroud -
that of Rudolf W. Hynek, a phys i.cLan of Prague and a Catholic recently returned to
the Faith of his youth. He devoted himself particularly to the medical aspect.s of
the 4mprints, though he treated the questicn of the Shroud also from other points
0: vie« -- the scriptural, the historical, the artistic. He wrote on the subject
w:>t,h eY:traordinary zeal, his many books and articles being widely circulated and
t ians.Lat ed into several languages, including the Japanese. Frequently quoted,
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he came to be regarded as a leading authority on the Shroud of Turin.

Among students of the Shroud, however, there were those who had their mis
glvlngs. The very nature of the subject and the state of the controversy demanded
precise knowledge and a rigorously scientific spirit in one who pretended to do
more than popularize the wor-k of others. In this respect, Dr. Hynek's 'writings
left something to be desi.red. Not sufficiently familiar with the earlier phase
of the controversy or with the more important literature, much of which is rare,
he made st at.ement s which had already been proved to be false, and revived hypo
theses which had been abandoned as untenable. He was also fertile in theories
of his own, and these he put forth w.it h an assurance not warranted by his ar-gumcnt s ,

lJlisgivings deepened when it was noted that Dr , Hynek's style if: treating
the subject provided ammunition for-:pponents and engendered a skepti.cr.L attitude
on tho part of critico.l readers. One need not have any special know.i.cdge of the
Shr-oud to detect historical errors, improbable hypotheses, bad IDgiG, or to see
a dis:2repancy between statements of the author and details visible in the photos
of the Shroud. I myself have been put to the trouble of answer-Ing inquiries and
objections from readers of Dr. Hynek. I have also heard scoffing at belief in
the authenticity of the Shroud because of his errors and exaggerations.

Just recently Father Damasus Zaehringcr, a Benedictine e f Beuron, made
capital of the fact that many who writ e on the Shroud draw from the fountaiilof
Dr. Hynek , rrho , he says, is f'aul.t y in method, put s forth arbitrary opinions in
place of pr-oof', and in t.r-eat.Ing historical quost.Lons is irresponsible, nne-sided
and uncr-i.t i.caL. (;)-) In an earlier article Father Zaehringer had already scored
Dr. Hynek for a lack of critical judgement and a tendency to one-sidedness and
exaggeration. (4) He himself seoms to~ be one who is confirmed in his opposition
to the Shroud by Dr. Hynekfs failings -- not a very striking proof of critical
judgement on his part.

Recently Dr. Hynek published another bonk on the Shroud (The True Likene~s),

this time in English under t he egis of Sheed and Ward. In their o;nTrwm;et of
October, the publishers proclaim him as "one of the leading sindonologic·ai experts
of Europe, who has sifted all the accurnu.Lat Lons of evidence that are to hand. 1I

They assure their clients that "he sets out the evidence of bot h sides wi.t h great
impartiality and precision; II and that the reader "Ls unlikely to find, anywhere,
a fuller and clearer assemblage of the facts. 1I

In an advertisement of one of their works of fiction, the publishers them
selves ask with characteristic humor: "What on earth is the matter with Sheed and
Ward? II Nothing serious, I hope. Perhaps it is only that in this case the usually
judicious publishers were too trustful. One can safely rely on the evidence for
the authenticity of the Shroud, discovered and verified by other sindonologists
and now become the cornmon patrimony of all students of the subject, but that is
something quite different from the personal views of' Dr. Hynek.

This latest book -- a thin volume of 96 pages -- is presented as a trans
lation of the author's M-4 Bolestj. (.M2!l 2.f Sorr~), but it is at most a summary
of the two-volume Czech work, which totals 509 pages. Unfortunately, it is also
a s~~~ary of Dr. Hynek's views on the principal aspects of the Shroud, expressed
over- and over in his preceding works.

To me, it seems ironical that I should be ~Titing this judgement on Dr.
H:VYJ.pk! s new book, which is really a judgement on all his writings on the Shroud.
I+ is the second time I am doing t he unp.l.ea sant. task. The first t i.ne was in
:"")"1.00;T,1:'e correspondence with Dr, Hynek h.imec Lf t.hrcugh the year 1937. In a friendly
,;~_. "';.t. of co-x-per-at.Lon , I then si..'bmitted to him all the cr i.t i.c i.sms and c0~.c'ec"Cions

~. (:·'.L about. to present here, I i-lt'O:i"JFjri him of the Lar 8~::t ur.pub.Li.ehed results of
~~f';?-~8Y·~h by member-s of the Corrmi.asi.on of the Holy Shr-cud , I shar-ed with rum a
-'-0.1 ua aLe collection of references, par't i.cu.lar-Ly with regard to the history of the
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Shroud, Jewish burial customs, the Veil of Veroniea, and his own theory of the
cause of the death of Christ. I gave h.im a detailed criticism (again documented)
of his first major wor-k on the Shroud, (5) which contains about everything he has
written since. In the end, I had the interesting experience of seeing all this
material -- not personal opinion, but facts either observavle on the Shroud or
attested by good authorities -- completely ignored, and the same old errors and
baseless hypot.heaes persistently r-epeat cd,

'I'hi.s is the first time I am publishing anyt.htng in criticism of what Dr.
Hynek has written. I do so with profound regret, w.it hout persona.L animus, and vdth
sinccre regard for Dr. Hynek Hirnse'l.f , But it now seems to be high time to set
matters stificllght, lest the truth about the Shroud and the Hard-won fruit of the
Laber's of others be compr-omi.scd in England and America, as-they have already been
ccmpr-omi.sed in other lands.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS

First, something must be said about the reproductions of the photos of the
Shroud, s ince these are indispensable. for any critical study of the imprints. Ac
cording to Shoed and Ward! s ,Trumpot, "the reador is unlikoly to find, anywhore , •••
a mo ro otriking documuntiltion· t-han the tvronty-six photographs hero r-eproduced, 11 The
ad wri.t-.;r navel' SD,W t hc orIg ina.L photos,' or the excc.l.Lent, roprodudions· in the works
of Ern-Le , Bar-bet, or Vignon.

Of. the reproductions in ·Dr~· Hynek's book). only ,the first one 'can be rccri
sidered good. This is the negative photo which l';epresr;;l1i;.s the imposing positive
version of the f'ace , The cor-respond'ing pos Lt ive tphot.o , whi.ch represents the face
as it is on the, Shroud (n megat.Lve im[;,gc), has 2. smudges appear-ance- and fails to

\ give a clear Ldca of the deLi.cat.e , shadowy stain and the cxj:ct details which have
convinced exports t.hat this is an imprint and not a work of human art.

The illustrations Which represent t.ho frontal and the 'dorsai figure, and
those which r-eproduce the Shroud in its entirety, nro too dim to have much meaning.
The same is true of most of the reproductions of the dct.c.i.Led photos. The reasont
seems to bo t hat. the illustrations t:1.re; printednn absorborrt , uncoat.cd stock which
ci1l1not,receiVttprecise inipressions of what is most char-act cr-Lst.Lc of the Shr-oud,
Reader-s who refuse to be guidod by the publisher's ad, may wonder 'how on car-t.h
anybody can make the staggering claims based on the origino.l photos.

Speaking of Ll.Lust.r-at.Lons , Why do Shoed and 'Nard illustrate thoir own
advortiscmont with 0. reproduction of the photo of the Shroud taken in 189[5? This
photo is defective; bccnusc afpoor lie;hting, uneven strdching of trw cLot.h, and
the fact t hat tho Shroud w.::.s covered wit h ,glass. As tho firstrevoaling photo
which brought the question of the Shroud irito the Labor-at or'y and the halls of
science, it has grr,-;,t documentary va.Iue , ' .For ·tho rost, however, it has been com
pletely superseded by the much more perfect .photos' t aken in 193L

As one 'goes through the text, one becomes awar-e that the nuthor is rnther
chary ",r references ~ There ar-e just 0.. few citiJ.t·ions: embedded in the text, and
t'lCse are too indefinite or too incomplete to be any help to those who may wish to
-v-~1··:~Y the author's st.at.ement s orto r-ead morB'on the subject. Not even when he
'T 1 _ ,:3 directly does he give sat Lsf'act.ory references. Neither is there any biblio
{:~, ijT'hy.. To know what. cut.hor-It.Les , or supposed authorities, he relies upon, one
rL~T~ go to his other works.

The book ns a whole toew~ with errors of deto.il, lL~e a vineyard infested
horde ')f little foxes. I pass those ovor and comment only on points of

importance.

Dr. Hynek begins with a description of the Shroud, in which there are
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three points to be noted. The first concerns the design in which the Shroud is woven.

TEE VVEl:~VE OF THE SHROUD

The Shroud is woven in n twill design, with converging diagonals forming
stripos in the herring-bone pat.t.erri, Dr. Hynek quot cs Virginia T:iJnossi, a textile
expert of Turin, to the effect that it is a 2:2 twill, t.hat is, that the weft thread
passes altc:C.i.l.?tcly,)v0r and under t.wo threads of the warp, There is no r-of'cr-cnco ,
but appar-ent.Iy the quotation is t-aken from Enrie. (6) Timossi himself, however,
stai.cs repc[l.tcdlJ'" t.hat. it is a 3:1 twill, that is, t.hat tho w8ft t.hrocd passes a1
t.crnct.cIy over' three tLre:_~ds and under one of the warp, (7) V:Lgn()l1 an d Barnes glvo
the r3'lille ana.Lye i.s , It vras confirmed by sovcrn'l, tcchnicin.ns whom I consulted at the
tcxr- .i.Lo 1'",-o1'k'.3 in Wtlppingcrs Falls, 11" Yo It is really not vcr;}" diff':_cult f'ar anyone
to ;3C;C t.h., 3.1 twill in t.he photo in which the surface of the cloth is magnified
sevcn t Lmcs dirvctl~l from the Shroud.

N~w this is no negligible detnil. It has been objected that a complicated
design Ld.ke that of the Shroud surpassed tho skill of the weaver-s who plied their
pruai.t.Lvc hand-looms nt the beginning of the: Christ inn ern. Li.ko so many other ob
jections, this one has been put f'orward without knowledge of the facts; but it in
vo l.vos t.hc quest Lon of the; cut.hont Lclt.y of the Shroud, so it must be answer-ed, ,').nd
en intelligent answer- demands t.h.rt the design be correctly anoIyzcd,

Our knowledge of the art r;f weaving in the ancient Orient is derived most
ly fran 0. study of Egypt.Lan murmy wrapp.ings , which arc prcscrvcd in gr-er.t qunntities
and in excellent condition. Thero nrc no compar-tb'l.c JewiSh f'abr-i.c s that dat,e from
anywher-e near the t tme ')f Christ. This is because the Jews did not mumnrify their
dead, but left them to decompose in the tomb, vzit.h the result t.hat the graveclothes
were invariably dcst.rcycd , We knov., however, that the Jewish weaver-s wer-e not in
ferior to tho Egypti.an , They learned the art in Egypt during tho Captivity and de
veLopcd it to a high state of pcr-I'cct Lcn , (8) Ther-e wer-e those) in fact, who pre
ferred fabrics of Jewish workmanship to tho products of Egypt 0 (9) It was precise
ly about the beginning of t.he Christian era that the art of weaving reached its
highest dcveLoprnent in t he Near East , including Syria and Palestine, where thero
were great centers of the textile industry. (10) We need not hos Lt.at.e , therefore,
to consider tho ski.Ll.od Jcvfish weavers of that period capable of the best that is
revealed by the GA~ant Egyptian f~brics.

The following are the principal facts that interest us. Twill weaving was
already well developed as early ns 1500 B.C. Specimens dating from this nnd the
following centuries are woven in almost every proport ion r-f ",1.[arp and weft and in
many complicated pntterns, the simplest of which arc chevrons and squares.

August Brnulik examined more thnn three hundred of a rich collection of
Egy~tinn fabrics and gave a rr~nute technical description of their various designs.
Hi.s findings were confirmed by C. Heinrich Lccbncr from a study of mummy cloths in
the Berlin Museum. I note jU3t Ow few of the marc significant specimens.

~

In"V\rrO-pping of t he mummy of King Thutmes.
c

} } ' of the 18th Dynasty (a. 1450
B ~C r- ), a stripe in plain wenvo alternates with a stripe in 4:1 twill. (11) A SCurf
of the Twc.mty-first or the Twenty-second Dynast.y (1110-960 B.C.) has a silnilnr
des:: ,;:!1~ ,(12) A scnrf from araong the; burial garments of King Seti I, of the Nine
t.ccrr.h Dynasty (1300 B. C.), is woven in stripes of 2:2 arid 3:3 twill, with a border
in 1 '; ~~ and 1:3. (13) From the tomb of Queen lInkeri, of the Twenty-first Dynasty
(l.;.C)J B"C.), comes a fabric in 1 ~3 t.wLl.L, wi.t.h a border in 1 :10. (14) Of the same
p;.I.'iCid 1Ne have the mummy cloth of the Highpricst Ncssita-ncb-Ashir, in which a
E;,::,:,,:i'~)e in p.La.in wco.ve is fcllowed by a stripe in 1: 2 twill and another in 1:3.
The border is in 1:6. (15)

A very striking specimen is the linen girdle of Rrumeses III (1200 B.C.) at



the liverpool Museum. Seventeen feet long, it tapers evenly from five inches D1
width to one and seven-eighths Inches . It is woven with threads of five colors in
a design composed of a 3:1 twill alternating with 4:1 and 5:1. (16) The compli
cated st.ruct.ur-e of the fabric and the excellent wf-,rhmanship are convincing proof of
the great skill of Egyptian weavers t.welve centuries before Christ." and lead Roth
to coricLude t nat the loom was at t.hat time more h:l.ghly developed than was hitherto
bel Leved.

Tnil.1ed fabrics of the Greco-Roman per i od were discovered at Pa'lrnyra and
Duru-Eur-opoc , A.T0Dng bhorn spec.ir.ens s imi.Lar- in design to the Shroud, (17) The Mnsoe
GtJ1rre-L in Paris POS38SSGS a number- of cushions f'r'orn ArrtLnoe woven in complicated
t'J~iLL pat.t.cr-ns . One of these has a border in wh.ich chevrons are f'orrncd with a 3 eL
t'i·r:l1:1.. which 13 t he; des ~;gn of t hc Shroud. (18) It was r-oa.Ll.y a s impl,o matter fer
t.Io naf'tmon of r.hat pcri.od to weave that design. Neither is there any difficulty
a~~K ut. the d.imcns Lons of the Shroud. Euch Longer and wi.der- fabrics were woven wi.t.h
the ancient looms.

The most consorvat.Lvc dating of the eldest mUJl1.TIlY cloths (2000 B.C.) makes
it appear- rClthcr absur-d to object that the Shroud could not have been preserved for
n:~n;tc~::n centuries. Made of unbleached linen, one of the most durable of the tex
ti18 fibers and particularly resist0nt to moisture, the f'abr-Lc of tho Shroud is ren
dered still more durable by the firm, ccmpQct twill weaving.

On the occasion of the first international sindonological congress held in
Romc , May 1-4, 1950.. and continued in Tur:L.'1.) }via:," 5-6, J. F. F.LJ.nn,gan wrote in a Ict
tc;r to the London Tc,hlut of lic..y 6 ~ 1950: IIWhere is t h,,;Y'c [\11 oxamnl.e of lir..en cloth

.or,.....' • ...-..•.•.•>f.• _ '. .L

in the hcr-ring-bonc twill WOD,I:C t.hat. was in usc in t.hc Eclster~l l~cdtterranean in the
t:Lrno of Our Lord? If the scholars who are da.scuasing the Shioud in Rome can point
to any- such oxamp.l.e it will be u scf'u.l. evidence 4> ~ , II (p" 367)

In ropl;)r anct hcr c')rrospondcnt sent in tyro quotations from Dr. HJ'11cl,:: 1s
then Intest book on the Shroud? (19) The first is a T'c"lthcr fr-.;e translation of the
pas sage cited above from Enrie. (I refer to Dr. Hynek: s German t.r-ansIat.Lon of
EnrLc , not the editor's English t rans.Lat.Lon of Dr" Hynox , ) In the second Dr.
Hynek vvritcs:

Tho most impressive refutGtion of this objection (th~t the dingonnl twill
wc~ve in tho herring-bone pat.ter-n V;OoS not known before the Middle Ages,
and hence that the Shroud of Turin could not hove been produced before
Gothic tL~es) •.• is to be found in the Intest edition of Vignonts book
of 1938. On po.go 79, fig. 32, there is r-epr-oduced n phot ogrnph taken
by Professor Mo.iuri, of the l1USCUIll of PompoLL, showing II textile dis
covered at Pon~oii which is identical with the linen of Turin.

The correspondent asks: "Would Mr. J. F. Fl.cnagan consider the above as
useful evidenco?"

Well, if Mr. Flanagan looked up fig. 32 in Vignonts book, with the accom
panying text, he found that the cloth discovered at Porr~cii -- which, by the vmy,
.1.5 not in the Eastern IEecliterranean ar-ea -- is not at all identiaal with the Shroud.
It :;_3 a coarse f'abr-Lc woven in a sirnple 2: 2 twill without any diagonals, not a 3:1
tVii~J. in the herring-bone pattern. Dr. Hynek cons i.dcr-s it "the most impressive
J's-t.'::ta,tion" of the objection he attempts to meet because he is comp.Lete.Ly mistaken
ab :>d.t the design of the Shroud ..

A sufficient answer to Mr, Flanagan's inquiry is given above. The textile
Cll'-;0;~·.LGn was not even discussed at the congress in Rome because it is considered
'~,o '~JC definitely sct.tLcd,

The second point to be noted in Dr. HJ~ekrs description of the Shroud
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concerns the water-stains caused in 1532, when the Shroud was threatened with de
struction by fire. Through the middle of the long sheet there is a series of six
(not five) stains vvhich have, roughly, the shape of lozenges. Along each side of
the sheet there is a corresponding series of half-lozenges. Of these stains
Dr" Hynek writes:

A strange fact is that the places thus marked arc those which remained dry,
untouched bJ7 the water which soaked the rest of tho Shroud. This very odd
f~ct hns been established beyond all doubt by chemical experiment. The
proof is this: the aloes impregnating the Shroud, affected by tho ammonia
f'r on the body, produced two col.ourcd substances -- alootin and aloin. It
a,o the pinkish-brovm tint of alootin -- indissoluble in water -- that
for~3 the basis of the imprints on the Shroud. Aloin, on the other hand,
dissolves in Water, and as a result of tho soaking its colour deepened af
ter t he fire;" making tho outline of the body clearer and more distinct.
The lozenges and half-lozengos which I have described above escaped the
water and consequently remained dull and indistL~ct. (pp. 3-4)

There is some bad chemistry in t hat stat.omont and a misconception of the
significance of experiments performed by the scientist Father Piotro Scotti. (20)
Tb.e1'8 is also Do glaring contradiction with what. Dr. Hynek says elsewhere about the
genesis of the imprints. Beyond th~t, the obvious fact is that the very opposite
happened from what he inngines -- tho lozenge-shaped areas were moistened, while the
rest of the cloth remained dry. This is in accord with the manner in vmich the
Shroud was folded at the time, and it is proved "beyond all doubt" by three facts
observable on the Shroud.

First, the serrnted edges of the water-stains nrc evidently formed of for
eign pnrticles which wore carried outvmrd by cnpillnry attr~ction from within the
lozenges. It must hnv~ been these parts, therefore, that were moistened.

Secondly, the half-lozenges alongc the edges of the Shroud nre separated
from the imprints by a vacant space. Hence, they could not have been formod by tHe
dissolution of the aloin, which is probably one of the components of the imprints.
Incidentally, those parts of the imprints which arc occupied by the water-stains
are not noticeably ~ore dull and indistinct than the rest of the imprints.

Thirdly, waver soaking the entire Shroud would certainly have dissolved
the blood encrusted on the cloth -- much rr~re rendily than it is supposed to have
dissolved the aloL~. Those transfers of blood could not have retnined that astound
ing exactness which enables investigators to observe how the clot separated from the
serum, and to distinguish venous blood from arterial, and living blood from blood
that issued nfter death. Dr. H~~ek hirlself empasizes these cardinal points in the
demonstration of the authenticity of the Shroud, but he seenm to have forgotten
thorn while theorizing about tho forL~tion of the wholly irrelevant water-stains.

Fino.lly, in his description of the Shroud Dr. Hynek writes: "The imprints
ar0 formed by closely pressed granules, whose deep colouring is due to the chemical
aC-:'~~0n of the body on the myrrh and aloes with which the Shroud had been covered." (p.5)

This again contradicts what Dr. Hynek maintains as the true explanation of
~he genesis of the imprints. What I wish to note now is the statement that the im
;r-:irts are formed by "c Losel.y prestrod granules". This will surprise anyone who
l.as the opportunity to examine the positive photos of the Shroud, especially that
cf "(.{19 face in natural size. Apart from the blood and the rra rks of wounds, they
Hr.),.\[ that the imprints consist of a continuous, mistlike stain, completely pene
traT, ing the threads of the f'abrLc and gradually fading away. This is the reason
1'Jhy the negative photos reveal such a finely shaded, well-modelled image. Closely
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pres3ed granules could never have given such an effect.

N. Noguier de Malijay had the same concept of the composition of the im
prints, (21) but in his case it was quite pardonable. He could study only the one
defective photo of 1898, which does suggest something like small particles form
ing the Lmpr-Lnt.s , Tonelli also held the granular theory, but he promptly rejected
it after he had seen the Shroud~ and the new photos. (22) Dr. Hynek doss not yet
see why the error should be corrected.

OF THE-- _.~

The history of the Shroud is the one aspect of the question in which lit
tle progress has been madG. Almost complete darkness still envelopes the first thi.r
teen and a half centuries, and thereafter the historian is still confronted with some
thorny problems. One woul.d not t.rrink so after reading Dr , llynek ' 3 chapter "Short
History of the Shroud". This, t.he publishers say, is "the historical documentation
of the Shroud -- whd.ch is far more impressive t.han ODE:; would have thought".

One can hardly say that the author gives any document at.Lon at all. In the
whole chapter there are just t1.\TO citations, and these were better omitted. One is
only the title of a book without even a page reference, c i.t cd in support of a very
doubt.f'u.L theory. The other rofers to a document inaccurately titled by Dr. Hynek
and wor-t hl.cs s from a historical point of view. Nevcr't.hcLcas Dr. Hynek asserts that
!JnG of Canon Chevalierfs Q.rguments against the Shroud of Turin is rrCompletely under
mined" by this one document. (p , 9) still, the assured manner in which he relates
the "history" 0f the Shroud must Lndocd be impressive to r-eader-s not familiar with
the cont.rovcz-sy that has raged over- this question, or with tho careful sifting of
the evi.dence by Abbe' Paul Ecole, of Troyes; (23) by Paul Vignon, who, till the time
of his death, was the greatest of s indono.Logf.at.s ; (2h) by Eons. Je·seph Roserot de
Melin, Vicar General of Troycs, who presented the results of his study at the C~n

gross in Rome; (25) and Mons. Pietr~ Savio, Archivist of the Secret Archives of the
Vatican, also ono of the speakers at the congress. (26)

Recent research has had at least this useful result -- it has determined
more precisely the historical value of certain sources hitherto invoked, and has
elirr~nated certain unfounded theories about the career of the Shroud through the
centuries till it arrived at Lirey, France, about the middle of the fourteenth
century -- the point at whi.ch a continuous recorded history begins.

There is, for example, the alleged testimony of st. Nino, cited as follows
by Dr. Hynek: lIlt is not until after the edict of l,!:ilan that we first hear cf' the
Shroud as being greatly venerated in Jerusalem. This early mention of it we owe to
St. Nino, an Armenian princess, who died in A.D. 338." (P. 8) Later (p. 27) he
again introduces St. Nino in connection with the origin of the traditional Christ
type in art.

Now here is what is really contained in the Life of St. Nino:

And they found the linen early in Christfs tomb, whither Pilate and his
wife came. vfuen they found it, Pilate1s wife asked for the linen, and
went away quickly to her house Ln Pentus , and she became a believer in
Christ. Some time afterwards, the linen came into the hands of Luke the
Evangelist, who put it into a place known only to himself. Now they did
not find the shroud (sudari), but it is said to have been found by Peter,
who took it and kept it, but we know not if it has ever been discovoredo(27)

There is n~thing, then, about the Shroud being greatly venerated in Jeru
salem early in the fourth century. On the contrary, the text states that it was not
known whet.her- the Shroud was ever found again, after Peter had reputedly taken it
aWJ.y for safekeeping.

However, it would make no difference even if the text contained all that



Dr. Hynek ascribes to it. The Life of St. Nino was written more than six centuries
after the death of the Saint, and appears in at least five different forms which
bear all the earmarks of legend. A semi-poetic romance, is the verdict of the
Bollandist Paul Peeters. (28)

Dr. Hynek accepts without reserve the statement of the fourteenth century
historian Nicephorus Callistus that, in 438 A.D., the Empress Pulcheria placed the
.~X;".t-~J2t~ia ~a.rgan~ (burial bands or 'wrappings) of Christ in the church of Our lady of
Bl.acnornes , a suburb of Constantinople, (29) and he supposes that the Shroud was in
c.Luded among these cloths. Then he states categorically: "St. Braulio and Bishop
Arculf in the seventh century, and St. John Damascene in the eighth century, all speak

of it as still being there." (p, 8)

Not one of these authors makes the remotest reference to the Shroud as
bejng an Constantinople~ St. Braulio, Bishop of Saragossa, only expresses his be
lief that the Shroud was preserved. (30) St. John Damascone mentions the Shroud a
long with relics like the cross, the sponge, the lance, as being worthy of special
veneration, but he gives no clue as to where it might have been. (31) "Arculf,
Bishop of Periguoux, France, relates that he saw in Jerusalem a cloth eight feet
lorg, venerated as the ~~darium which had been upon the head of Christ in the
tomb. (32) The Shroud of Turin is thirteen and a half feet long, and Jerusalem
is not Constantinople.

It is utterly futile, therefore, f~r Dr. Hynek to speculate as follows:

We do not know if the Shroud remained continuously in Constantinople
throughout that period, or whether it was taken for a time to Jerusalem,
and thence, before the destruction of the city in the seventh century,
to the capital of the Persian king Chosroes. (P. 8)

The fact is that we do not know where the Shroud was throughout that per
iod, or when it was brought to Constantinople. Our first eye-witnesses attest it~

presence there in 1171 and 1201, and in 1203 we have the first clear reference to
the imprints. The Crusader Robert de Clari testifies that the Shroud in Which the
Savi.or was enveloped was then in the church of Our Lady of Blachernes, and that
every Friday "it was stretched upright so that one could clearly see the figure of
Our Lord. II (33)

The f~llowing year the Shroud vanished during the sack of the imperial
capital by the Crusaders. IINo one," continues Robert de Clari, "neither Greek nor
Frank, knows what became of the Shroud when the city was taken." About a century
and a half later it appeared in Lirey, France. This is certainly the present
Shroud of Turin, but how did it come to Liroy?

Dam Francois Chamard, Prior of the Abbey of St. Martin in Liguge, proposed
a theory which has 'been generally accepted among defenders of the Shroud of Turin.
(34) According to this theory, the relic of Constantin0ple came into the possession
of the cathedral of Besancon and remained there till 1349, when the cathedral was
destroyed by fire. Luring the confragration the Shroud is supposed to have been
stolen and given to Geoffrey de Charny, who placed it in a church founded by himself
at Lirey. To assure himself permanent possession, says Dem Chamard, de Charny had
a painted copy of the frontal imprir~ made, and this he palmed off on the cathedral
chapter of Besancon, which is supposed to have accepted without suspicion a crude
caricature of just half the Shroud.

Dr. Hynek still accepts this theory. He has not profited by the searching
~~vestigationmade by Vignon vdth the scientific detachment and the untiring per
si0+;~nce of a scholar determined to track down the truth. (35) Vigncn has shown that
C'1~'r.r.3.rdTs theory has no historical foundation. It is a conjecture based upon docu
rr~(~·Cli:, s that are non-existent, or irrelevant, or late and unreliable. Moreover, Vig
nonis inquiry at Besancon revealed the surprising fact that there is no evidence of
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any "shroud" being there before 1523. These findings were confirmed by Canon Mennie,
Chancellor of the archiepiscopal curia of Besancon, in a communication to the con
gress at Rome, declaring that there are no documents which attest the passage of the
Shroud through Besancon. (36)

Until something more satisfactory may be found, we must register another
blank in the history of the Shroud. For the present, we do not know how the Shroud
came to Lirey.

THE SHROUD A.NR BYZANTI~ ~

But how do we know that the Shroud of Lirey-Turin is identical with that
of Constantinople? Here Dr. Hynek accepts another questionable theory -- first
put forward, it seems, by Msgr. Arthur S. Barnes. (37)

At the bottom of the so-called Byzantine Cross thore is a slanting bar
representing the foot-rest. This bar is said to be slanted because it was believed
that Cl~ist was lame in one leg, and this boliof is supposed to have been inspired
by the Shroud, where one leg (the right, which really corresponds to the left leg
of Christ) appears to be shorter than tho other because of a bend in the knee. The
Byzantine Cross is particularly prevalont in Russia, which was evangelized towards
the end of the tenth contury by missionaries from Constantinople. There, says Dr.
Hynek, the Shroud was well known and served as the model of tho Byzantine Cross.
The Shroud of Turin, therefore, with thatp( apparently short right leg in the im
print, must be the same as the relic that was venerated at Constantinople.

Msgr , Barnes. is z-at.hor moderate as to the value he ascribes to this thoory.
"1 would draw no conclusion," he says, "and enter into no argument, for I rocognize
that the evidence is not conclusive." (38)

Dr. Hynek is morc positive: "Now this mistake (the supposed deduction
from the imprints that tho right leg of Christ was short) is of immense Import.ance ,
for it proves the identity of the Constnntinople Shroud -- so familiar to the Chrls
tian East -- with that of Turin." ( p, l3v

For him, the origin of the slanted lower bar of the Byzantine Cross is a
demonat rat.cd fact, as is also the reason for the later development of the "Byzan
tine Curve" of the corpus of the Crucified. This is supposed to have been intro
duced when artists began to depict Chrmst with the feot nailed side by side to a.
level foot-rest. The shorter right l0g, says Dr. Hynek, caused a curvature of the
whole body to the left, and this was in turn balanced by a loaning of tho head to
the right.

The force of nIl this ns a proof depends entirely on the original assump~

tion. Did observers of the Shroud at Constantinople deduce from the imprints that
Christt was lame? There is good reason for snying that the evidenco is far from
conclusive.

First, there is the uncertninty as to when the Shroud arrived in Constan
tinople. It was in 1171 that our first eye-witness aaw it there, This was William
of Tyre who, in company with King Amn.ury I of Jerusalem, was present at a privnte
shovving of the relics contained in tho imperial treasury, among them the Shroud. (39)
The Byznntinc Cross, on the other hand, was developed long before the year 1000.

Secondly, was tho Shroud a. familnr object of veneration from the time of
its arrival in Constnntinoplc, whenever that IIk1.y have been? It seems not. William
of Tyre rclntcs thnt the Shroud wns among the treasures kept in the private cham
bers of the Emperor, and that t he Greeks were amazed that King Arnnury and his en-
t ouz-ago were admitted into that reserved part of the pal.acc , The rlsitors, however J

do not scorn to have seen the Shroud unfolded so as to display the imprints. William
docs not mention tho imprints, whereas he would surely have done so had he seen them.
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In 1201 Nicholas Mesarites defended the imperial chapel during a sedition
led by John Comnenus , and on that occasion drew up an Lnvont.ory of the relics under
tis cust.ody , He describes the Sihroud as of ordinary linen and st ill redolent of
myr-r-n, but neither does he refer to the imprints. (40) In view of the detailed en
tt';y that he made in his cat a.Loguc , it seems incredible that he would have failed to
mention the two life-size figures of the Lord if he had seen them.

Vignon concludes that the Shroud was kept folded in a r eccpt.aal,cj and that
the practice of exhibiting it every Friday, attested by Robert de Clari, began only
at't.cr the Emperor made his r·,Jsidcnce in the pa Laco of Bl.achcrncs . That would be dur
ing the two or three yuars b8fore the pillage of Constantinople -- much too late for
the ~~hroud to have suggested the slanted ~['00t-r0st of the Byzantine Cross because of
a belief in the lameness of Christ.

Thircil:r, one may doubt whether any intelligent observer would be led by the
Stroud to t hank that t.ho right leg of Christ was really shorter than the left. One
who sees the two f'Lgurcs in their natural size as t.hcy arc on the Shroud, can SCG

\tC~~J wc.LL that the right knee is bent, causing on.Iy an apparent shortening of tho
leg. I have in my possession photos of tho two Images cn.Lar'gcd to their true dimcn
s i.ons , In the positive photo of the dorsal image the bond in the knee is unmistak
all l.o -- more so than in the 0riginal photo wher-e tho d.imona'ions are considcrnbly I'C

duc c d , though there also it is clear enough, Artists particularly would be likely
tc ·r.c::.l\:\.; this Irrt.o account in mocc Ll.Lng a crucifi-x according to the data of the
Sh:l:,oud. In Fact, they would soc at once that the feot had been crossed and nailed
t.ogct.hcr wit hout. any foot-rest.

It would seem, then, that some) other explanation must be found for the
origi,n of the slanting foot-rest of the Byzant.Inc Cross and the tortured Byzantine
Curve of tho corpus. Ono can har-d.Iy prove in this wa'./ that the Shroud of Turin is
t.ho same as that of Constantinople.

Dr. Hynek bases Q sirn.ilar ar-gument. on a mosaic in S. Appolinare Nuovo In
Ravenna, This, he says , r-cpr-eacnt s litho scat.ed Christ with his right leg, or
rather the right knco , crippled, whereas tho Imago of Chrmst standing is without
blemish: and this is entirely true to naturo, for in a st.andang position it is pos
sible to hide this blemish by an c.djustncnt of the pelvis. II CP. lh)

It is for competent judges to decide Whether the sented Christ is really
r-opr-caont c.d wi.t.h a crippled kn..c , In any case, the mosaics in .S. Appolinare Nuevo
are dat cd much Garlicr t.han the Byzcrrt inc Cross, so it is much less likely that the
alleged portrayal of La..E1Cn,JSS might have been derived from the Shroud while it was
at Const~tinoplc.

Dr. Hynek has one other argument to bridge the gGp between Constnntinoplc
and Li.rcy-Tur-i,n. The nudity of the body in tho irnprints, he snys, is a f'act of
g·l't..;,l,t historico..l importancu When seen in r-oIat Lon to t ho ruport of Ni.cho.Las
Mcs.:lJ'itcs, who st.at ca that the Lin..n preserved in the imperial chapel had enveloped
the naked body of t he: Sa v.ior , A.nc~ here is Dr. Hynek f s conclusion:

Could there be any stronger proof of t hc identity of t.ho Constantinoplo
Shroud with that of Lirey, CrBmbcry and, in our dny, Turin? Yet Canon
Chovc.ILcr-, with his insistence on ~J. forg,_;rj-, entirely ignores t his im
pressive piece of evidence. CP. 31)

Canon Chevalier mjght hCi.vO answered thnt Mosaritcs did not sec tho imprints
and does not r of'cr to them" so he cannot. supply My very impressive picce of CVl

donee for the identity of the Shroud. His st-atcmcrrt need not. imply anyt h.ing more
-t·iJJ'1 +,1.1(; perfect-IJ" nat.uraL as sumpt.Lon that, whilo reposing in the tomb, the body
oi' GI".ri.st had no other covering r.han the linen winding-sheot"
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SHROUD......

There is nov; less r-caaon t.han ever for such hazar-dous speculations and
bold assertions since Vignon has published a r cmarkab.Lc iconographic study which
has real historictl.l vc.Luc with regard to our present question. (41) He has shown;
with an abundance of excellent LLl.ust.r-at.Lon;, that the imprint of the face on the
Shroud was the model of the Image of the Holy Face in many ancient paintings and
mosaics. In these works t.hcre are certain anomalies which no artist woul.d ever
have introduced Lnto a picture of the h~~n countenance illliess he had a compelling
reason. They are peculiarities and accidents of the imprint of the face on the
Shroud -- marks of identity as dcfiru.t.c and characteristic as a signature.

The earliest of these artistic works was the celebrated image known as the
Holy Face of Edessa -- long since destroyed, but survived by a who.l,e lineage of dc
rived works wh.i.ch reproduce the characteristics of the Shroud. (42) This places the
Shr-oud of Turin in the early fifth century.

Later works done at Constantinople show the same revealing marks. Among
these there is one -- the Holy Face of Laon -- which must have been done by an ar·
tist viith the Shroud itself before his eyes, probably at the t Ime when the Shroud
W:J.~3 lodged at Bl.achcrnos , (43) It reproduces a variety of the peculiar details of
the 'impr-Lnt , 30 unLque , so minute and exact, that they could have been derived from
no ot her source. This idcnt it'ies the Shroud of Turin as that of Constantinople ~ and
it docs so mor-e sur-e.Iy than would a written document over which critics might dispute.

In a brief reference to Vignon's iconographic study, Dr. Hynek gives a false
impression of its significance, apparently failing to realize that it is a notable
cor~ribution to the history of the Shroud and a new chapter in the history of Chris
tian ar-t ,

Vignon's iconographic thesis is the final blow to the principal objection
of the opponent-s -- that the Shroud was painted in the middle of the fourteenth cen
tury, at the time when thu Shroud appeared in Lircy. That objection was already \
sufficiently absurd in view of two unquestionable facts -- that the Images on the
Shroud aro very exacy negatives, and that they ar-e the imprints of a human corpse -
but Vigr:on has now refuted it on strictly historical grounds. Dr. Hynek, on the
other hand; still attempts to refute the historicral objection of the opponent-s with
the discredited documents and the baseless conjectures whi.ch were current among de
fenders of the Shroud in an earlier poriod.

Dr. Hynek treats another artistic question in relation to the Shroud -
that of the Veil of Veronica -- one of the most vexed and confused problems in the
whole field of Christian iconography. Just to read the documents collected by Ernst
ven Dobschuetz, and to try to reduce them to some sort of order, is a formidable
task~ Dr. H~~lek, however, seems to have no difficulty, either about the image on
the Veil, or about its relationship with the Shroud.

He says that the ~rrage on tho Veil can still be seen, and he describes
it in t hc following t crms r

It is, to be exact, the mask of tho f'aco , made like an ikon. It is long
and n(lrrow, with closed eyes and a long nos(3; the ears are hidden, tho
bear-d divid0d in three -- a very Impcr-tnnt fact, as we shall sec. The
marks of injuries are plainly visible • • • • Five tears lie in a line along
the eyelids ~ o. Tho face is of the Byzantine type, with a symmetrical tri
ple beard" a long nose, and a swelling on the right cheek. (pp. 28-29)

He is definite enough Ln his conclusion: "It is my contention that the
::O.~8 on tho Veil of Veron] eel correr:ponds exact-Ly with that of tho Shroud of Turin,
an0 was copied from it either L~ the first centuries A.D., or in the Middle Agcs~(p.2a)
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Now Dr. Hynek is spea~ing of the Veil preserved in the Veronica chapel in
St. Peter1s, Rome, high up within one of the massive pillars supporting the dome.
Nobody' but a few Canons, and they' only on rare occasions, is ever allowed to enter
t.hcve , Even the archaeologist Raffaele Garrucci was not admitted. Recently I met
wi~h the same failure. It is true that once a year, on Holy Thursday, the Veil is
set out on the balcony of the Veronica chapel; but at that distance, and with can
dlc,-i.ight reflected from the glass cover-Ing the Veil, it is Lmpoae Ib.Le even with
b.irv-cul.ar-s to see what may be upon the cloth. However, it is not necessary for one
to sco for himself. The mystory of the Veil has been definitely solved, and it is
a surpr-Lse ending to a strange story.

First, we have a description of the Veil by a scholar who specialized in
the iconography of the V:!ay of the Cross -- Barbier de lJiontault, who was able to
exani.nc the Veil in t he chapel of the Blessed Sacrament on DbC. 8, 1854. Hcre is
his report:

The Holy Face is enclosed in a square silver frame under a thick glass.
A metal plato covers tho space within the frame, a'Ll.owing only the face
to be seem, the contours of which it delineates. From those sharply de
fined contours one surmises long hair falling to the shoulders, and a
short beard divided into two sparse tufts. The rest of the features is
so vaguely outlined, or rather so completely effaced, t hat, I had to make
the greatest effort to perceive traces of the eJl'8 S and the nose. In a
word, cnc sees only a darkened surface which dOGS not show the form of
a human face. (44)

Writing a few years after Barbd.or-, Garrucci says it was common rumor thav
the Veil in st. Pet cr t s vms so discolored that there remained at most a faint shadow
of an L~age. (45) On the basis of some ancient copies, he attempted a reconstruction.
It is a picture of the living Christ with eyes open and 'without any traces of wounds
or blood. (46) Though the copies are inaccurat e, he says, they all agree in these
t"V'iO details.

As we shall sec in a moment, Barbior was mistaken in surmlslng long hair
and a two-pointed beard under the metal covering, and in thinking that he perceived
faint traces of eyes and a noso on the darkened cloth. Garrucci was likewise mis
taken in supposing that the copies on which he based his reconstruction represented
an image whi.ch had been upon the Vl.dl from the beginning. Tho real nature of the
VCJ_l was finallJ- discovered by IIJIsgr. Joseph VTilpert, rucognized as the leading ex
pert on the ancient mosaics and paintings of t hc churches in HOFtc, Professor at the
Pontifical Institute of Archaeology, and a member of the Commission of the Holy
Shroud. He received permission from the Blc:sscd Pius X to examine the Veil, and here
is what he discovered. (47)

After removing the metal cover-Ing and two glass platos, he saw a square
piece of cloth yellowed v-rith ago. Upon the cloth t.horo wore two dim stains of un
equal size, rust-brown in color and joined together. No linage, no r-omnant.s of
any .image ,

Msgr. VJilpert points out that the appearance of tho cloth corresponds to
the terms in which medieval witnesses refer to the Veil, rcpresentL~g it as a relic,
cut not as an image of ChrLst , 'Iwo of those witnesses wore Canons of St. Peter rs
"V\hc> ~jrrote in the middle of the twelfth century. ~~~ .Qh.risli Sluod v.9.c~t.1.£:.

I~1:?pic~., one of them ca.LLs it. The other says that this is the ~dnr::tErn with
w.ri.ch Chri.st, before His Passion, wiped His holy face, when His sweat became as
d~ops of blood falling to the ground.

In the following cent.ury witnesses no longer speak simply of a napkin with
b100d-stai.n2 TrJjY 110VI iJpcc.k emphat Lc a'l.Ly of an image of Christ. This was not be-
~c.~'sc the cl.ot.h was IT1ClrO cC1:'c:ul1y obs cr-vod, says Msgr , Wilpert, but because an image
h;J.'~ acbuc.Ll.y been placed ov·cr the orug.ine.L cloth.
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Though it is now lost, we know what this new image was like. About the
same time a s imiLar- "rest.or-atlon" took place with the Image of Cgrist still pre
sel>v(~'d" in the oratory of tIle .scala Sancta, then part of the Lateran palace. Ger
Vf:LLj-,S of Tilbury~ a contemporary, s:.\ys that the Veronica of St. Pet er-t s was not
U"l"L i~(8 (nell abs~.n"_iI8) the image; of Christ at the Lateran. Msgr , Wilport} "vas able
t.o (;zc,.~r:iD-e'-·ti;o""i~a:rtGr also and gives us a good reproduction. (48) It is a picture
of -:',:_~,:) living Chri.st , wi.t h an oval f'aco , with abnormally large eyes wide open, a
sr.raight., narrow nose, ~1 poor:::"y f'orrncd mustache, a short, unpartcd beard, and with
O~lt (lny mar-ks of suffering. It must have been copies of the s iml.Lar' image at St.
P,-'l (-;,.~ s tbat Garrucci took as the basis of his reconstruction of the supposedly origi
nd~ L~age of the Veil.

In contrast vdth the enthusiastic cult it enjoyed during the Middle Ages,
the Lmagc superposed upon the Veil came to an inglorious end. It was looted from
Sr. Pc l.cr t s during the sack of Rome in 1527, and was offered for sale in the taverns
of.' the Eternal City. (11-9) Nothing more is known of it, and one need not deplore its
Loss E>ver since there has r-en.ad.ned in St. Feter Ts only the original cloth -- tho
s·I·"~i.s-j:::·-'·E~ !d.:zistJ ~q 1:.?c,~t.B£. .Y.2.r.9.!ltE, with its' two formless, rust-brovm stains
wrrlcn have not even the appearance of' an imago.

How, then, could Dr. HJiTIek give such a definite, detailed description and
S8:T r.hat. t h::'s is the imago of the Veil of Veronica'? Obviously, he confuses tho
Vail. :;.t.self with an allegod copy which bears the f'ol.Lowing inscript::'on in Latin:
"':D.n truo innge of Our Lord Jesus Christ which is preserved and venerated at Rome
in -l',he Basilica of St. Peter. It This is an engraving printed on cloth and diffused
th:"J rghout the world as a facsimile of the Holy Face of the Veil of Veronica. It
is aJ.':-;(J known as the Holy Face of Tours because it was adopted by the Confraternity
o.f!·r18 Holy Face, which has its ccnt.cr- at Tours. According to Barbier, the en
g:;·2:':;~_':.l,; V'l.).S made about the middle of' the eighteenth century. It cannot, of course,
?,]c... :r.: 2ny ro.l.at.Lcnsh.Ip with the Veil. From an iconographic point of view, says
Bee.rb:i.cr) it has no va.Lue , (50)

This, then, is the image which, Dr. Hynek contends, was copies from the
Shr-oud wither in the first centuries A. D., or in the Middle Ages. Moreov0r, he
gliJc;r; a photometric proof of the identity of the two images which to him seems ir-
r cfnt dole. He superposed two films -- one a negative of the alleged Veronica image,
t.he or.her- the negative image of the face on tho Shroud, both Images being on the
SCim3 scale. Then he made a composite print and found that the measurements of the
ci-anLum, face, nOS8 eye-sockets, and the rest, corresponded exactly. (51) He con
cLuded that the .image of the Veil and that of the Shroud are one and the same,
though he assumes that the artist "improved" the faint outlines of the irnprint on
the Shroud while retaining the same dimensions and type.

It is highly interesting to note that tho same experiment was performed
in 1916 by Jean Brierre, an amatuer photographer of Angers. (52) The result is
about the same, minor differ~nces being due to the fact that Brierre used the photo
of Ghe Shroud taken in 1898.

It must be admitted that the correspondence of the measurements of the two
images is no accident, but what does it prove? Certainly not that there is an image
on the Veil in St C' Pct.cr ' s identical with that of the Shroud. The Holy Face of Tours
does not even resemble tho spurious image superposed upon the Veil in tho thirteenth
cent.ury, 'I'he vnost. that we can conclude is that the artist who made tho engraving
about the year J.750 must have had the Shroud as his model, but that has no particu
la-r- s.ign.i.ficanco , We know that many copies and adaptations were made while the
Shroud was at Chambery and after its transfer to Turin. The only thing notable
about the Holy Face of Tours is that it is so generally, and so trustfully, accepted
as the image of the Veronica at St. Pct or-t s -- an image which never existed on that
particular piece of cloth~
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Whatever, has been gleaned from history, either through written documents
or through iconography, is only a confirmation of the authenticity of the Shroud.
On this basis alone, one cannot prove that the Shroud of Turin is the burial cloth
of Christ, and it is a grave error to make the attempt. The real proof consists in
the evidence vis i~le on the Shroud itself, compared with the Gospel record of the
Passion, the Burial and the Resurrection of Christ. The two life-size figures are
tho .impr-int.s of a dead 1113,n who bore the same extraordinary series of torments as is
r-eco cdcd of Christ, who was given the same exceptional burial, and who emerged f:..... om
h.i.s wind.ing-ehect after the same lapse of time -- before corruption could attack his
body and destroy the winding-sheet with its :iJnprints • Altogether, the ovi dence is
suf'f'a.c i.ont.Ly complet e, clear and concLus i ve to ident ify the Man of the Shroud as
Cnr-i.st ,

have
To realize the force of this proof, one must/scrutinized every detail of

the imprints with meticulous care and with tho one purpose oil. seeing what is really
t her-e , One must also have studied the Gospel texts, and the related historical
questions, with equal care and without prejudice for or against the Shroud.

In neither of these respects does Dr. Hynek distinguish himself. He seems
to be a careless and imaginative observer, and he treats scriptural and historical
questions almost as if they were a game of blind man's buff. He ignores difficulties

'-' '

and objections, and is apparently disposed to accept almost any argument so long as
it is in favor of the Shroud. He is also inaccurate in reporting the opinions of
others, in some c~ses ascribing to thenl views that they never expressed. I can
select only a few points that invite commcnt ,

Among the wounds of the scourging, besides the long stripes across the
shoulders and ar-ound the legs, thero are many others, about three centimeters long,
which have the shape of a dumbbell. These, says Dr. Hynek, are always in pairs,
and they are eighty in number, which would correspond to forty b.Lows , (p, 45)

As a matter of fact these wounds are not always in pairs. Many of them ap
pear s ingl.y, And the wounds are so distributed that the scourge could have been
composed of three thongs of unequal length. It is really very difficult, if not im
possible, to compute how many strokes of the scourge are represented by the marks
of the wounds.

Like other authors, Dr. Hynek speaks of forty blows with the scourge be
cause that number was prescribed by the Mosaic Law (Deut. 25:]), though in practice
it was reduced to thirty-nine, as in -the case of St. Paul (2 Cor. 11: 24) • This,
however, is irrelevant to the Shroud, for there the traces of the wounds indicate
far- more than forty strokes. It is irrelevant also to the case of Christ, for He
was scourged by the Romans, with whom there was no limit as to the number of blows
that might be dealt in a judicial scourging.

The form of the wounds -- long stripes and that peculiar shape of a dumb
bell -- mak~~it possible to reconstruct the scourge. Dr. Hynek seems to think that
either one of two different reconstructions may be correct. According to Malijay,
there were two t.r.ongs , and these he describes as broad) flat straps, each weighted
with two metal ba.l.Ls connected by a small bar at right angles to the strap. (53)
Accord.ing to Vignon; there were three thongs J thin and round, with two metal balls
f'Jxed Lcngt.hw.i.sc to the end of each at an interval of about three centimeters. (54)
The arnprint.s of the wounds on the Shroud correspond to Vignon' s reconstruction
and ~~clude Malijayts.

One cannot be very certain about the number of thongs, though three seems
more likely. The rest) however, is clear enough. The lacerations on the shoulders
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and around the legs were caused by light" cutting thongs, noir by flat straps. The
"dumbbells" lie ina a longitudinal direction, that is, in line with tho thongs, not
at right angles, as would be the case with Malijay's scourge. Vignon demonstrated
the correctness of his reconstruction by beating a receptive surface with his scourge
and reproducing the precise form and position of the wounds imprinted on the Shroud.
From ~rchaeological data he has Sh01VU that the Ro~~ns actually used a scourge like
tho one that he reconstructed from the imprints I>

TH~ ~ QE THOR1!§.

Thou art then a king? Thou sayest it; I am a king (jn. 18:37). This as
senion of royalty was construed into the charge for which Christ" was finally con
d<3Ir;:18,1 to crnc.l.f'ax.ion , It was also the reason for the Lnhuman mockery of the crown
of tQnrns, which has remained ever since an emblem distinguishing Christ from all
other victims of the cross.

The Shroud bears el~9quent witness to that sad emblem of a royalty not of
this world. The imprint of the head is strongly marked with drops and trickles of
b.Lood which came from doep punctures and portray the appalling reality of the crown
ing with thorns. They also show the pattern of the plaited crown.

Drc> Hynek says that the crown was a circlet, and that the bloodstains cor
reopnnd. oxictLy to the maximum width of the head, extending round the forehead and
tl:e pro ,jec·~ions of the occipital bone. (p. 38, 40) The bloostains show rather that
the crown was a network covering tho head like a helmet. ifthis is in accord with
the wor-d (n-).,: ,~pI9 used b;r the evangelists to signify the "weaving" of the crown
(Mt. 27:29; M}{. 15;17; Jn. 19:2). Besides the ptmctures at the front, the back of
the head was punctured at many points, from the top aln~st to the nape of the neck.
Most of the blood clotted in the thick matted hair and does not at all correspond
to the line of the cranium around the forehead and the projections of the occipital
bone o \

There were comparatively few punctures on tho brow, where we see only four
large drops of blood and a trickle in the form of a reversed 3. The rest of the
blood at the front of the head was held in the hair and came from punctures of the
scalp.

Dr. Hynek, therefore, is not correct in saying that there are many marks
of bleeding "on the confines between hair and brow", and that this bleeding was
caused "by innumerable thorns that pierced the blood vessels and -- while Our Lord
was alive -- sent the blood dovm L~ streams. The eyebrows intercepted some of these
streams of blood .... " (p. 3a) The effects of the crowning with thorns as shown on
the Shroud are impressive enough without such obvious misstatements.

Dr. Hynek is probably right in maintaining that the crown of thorns re
mained on the head of Christ throughout the crucifixion, but need one suppose that
it was twice removed and replacod during the Passion? And should one attempt to
prove that it r-omaIncd on the head to the end with an argument like the following?
wJVe know this from the imprints, where we see the separate little rivulets of ven
ous blood flowing down the hair at the back of the head from wounds which the ver
tical beam of the cross had enlarged." (p. 39) Is it possible to tell from the im
p:':'i':lts whether or not the wounds under the matted hair were enlarged by pressure
against. the upper projection of the cross?

Dr . Hynek remarks that there was more profuse bleeding on the left side
of +,he hack of t he head (t.he right side on t he Shroud). This is true, and no doubt
it. i:GcL!.r'0,i-.es that her-e t~:ere were more thorns puncturing the scalp, but again Dr.
Hynek g:Jes too f'ar- 1Nith his conclusion: "I'o avoid the pressure of the thorny
branches on the cr-os s Our Lor-d was obliged to keep His head bent forward to the
right; as He died) His head fell forward and His neck muscles stiffened in this
position." (p. 40)
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Why should one suppose that Our Lord was com~elled to bend His head to the
right? Forward would have been sufficient to avoid pressing against the cross
with any part of the head.

In the imprints the head is perfectly straight. In fact, in the dorsal
image, it appears to lean s l i.ght.Ly to the left because the right shoulder is lower
than the other. The head is straight, however, in relation to the axis of the body.

That is all we can tell from the imprints. V~iether or not the head was ad
justed before being enveloped in the Shroud, is problematical. In an? case, falling
forwar-d of its own weight, the head would have leaned neither to the right nor to the
left. This is in accord with the manner in which the head is balanced on the spinal
column. 'I'ha,s Vias also demonstrated by Dr. Barbet in an experiment wi.t.h a human corpse.

But there is something else involved. Dr. Hynek wishes to exclude the use
of a chin-band to bind up the mouth at the burial, so he continues: "Our Lor-d t s head,
then, was bent f'orwar-d to the right, its weight resting on the chin and thereby auto
mat.Lca.LIy closing the mouth ••• this automatic closing of the mouth rendered the use
of a ch.in-et.r-ap unnecessary.!1 We shall see below that this is disproved by Dr.
Burbetts experiment.

In view· of the sacredness of the subject and the peculiar significance of
every detail, one wight expect greater accuracy in the description of the data of the
Shroud, and a wholesome restraint from theories that conflict with the imprints and
with elementary scientific facts.

Accordn1g to Dr. Hynek, we are left with mere guesswork and speculation
regarding the marmer of carrying the cross in ancient times, so he proceeds to
guess and speculate, with some startling results.

Here ~s how he describes the carrying of the cross as practiced among the
Romans. Immediately after the sentence was passed, the cross was laid upon the
condemned, with the transverse beam Lyirig across the shoulders. To this the out
stretched hands were nailed. The condemned was then drivon through the streets with
the long perpendicular beam dragging behind. It is thus that Christ is supposed to
have been led to Calvary. (p. 54)

But then Dr. Hynek agrees with Dr. Judicats deduction from the Shroud.
According to the latter, the whole cross was borne on the right shoulder, as is
trad:ttionally depicted in art. He supposes that at each fall of Our Lord the whole
weight of the cross fell on His back, the trnnsverse beam striking and injuring
the left shoulder-blade. (Po 44)

How are these two conceptions to be reconciled? Dr. Hynek neglects to
tell his readers.

The truth is that in this question we have something more than mere guess
work and speculation, as may be seen from Father Holzmeister&s monograph, (55) which
Dr , Hynek himself calls "a carefully compiled collection ofquotations and refer
ences from the writers of arrt Lqutt.y", (p. 54) It is supplemented with other sig
nificant citations by Vignon in his painstaking study of the carrying of the cross.

(56)
Some of the texts apparently refer to the purrlsnment. of the yoke or the

pillory, under which the culprit was driven through the streets with scourges -- a
pimi.ehmerrt orrt i.r-e.Iy d.i,st,inct from the carrying of the cross by t hose condemned to
druct.f.ix'ion , Othc!' texts, howevcr , refer to the sad prelude of execution on the
c;:,o:::;s. 'I'hoy des cri.be the condermed as carrying only the transverse beam, which Lay
aCl'OSS ::'O"L~1 shou.tder-s vTj_~h t}18 outstrotched hands bound to it. Father Holzmeister
sees an allusion to this mode of carrying the cross in the words of Our Lord to
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Peter: !1 'when thou art old thou wilt stretch forth thy hands, and another will gird
thee, and lead thee where thou wou1dst not.' Now this he said to signify by what
manner of death he should glOl"'ify God" (In. 21 :18-19). On an earlier occasion Christ
had hinted that, like HirnscLf', Peter would be crucified. (In. 13:36)

Dr. Hynek calls this an entirely new and revolutionary picture of the car
!J'~iIlg of the cross. (p. 42) It is new only' to one who has not grasped the meaning of
the ancient 'writers, or who does not know the state of opinion among scholars, be
ginning with Justus Lipsius. (57) And it is revolutionary only to one who takes his
own fantasy for fact, or attempts to settle this historical question by the idealized
por-trayaI 0f art: begun centuries after cr-ucLf.ixfon had been abolished and the man
ner of carrying the cross forgotten.

The imprints on the Shroud are in accord with the testimony of the histori
cal ·witnesses. they have been rnisintrepretcd by Dr. .Judi.ca , On the one hand, at the
top of the shouldcrs there is no trace of any L~jury such as would have been caused
by the carr-ying of a complete cross. We soc there the stripes of the scourging,
but the flesh was othcTIviso intact. This is particularly true of the right shoulder.
On the other hand, on each shoulder-blade there is evidence of a rather extensive
abras Ion , It is the sort of effect that would be caused by the friction of a rough,
heavy burden like the traverse beam of a cross. There arc also traces of an abun
dant oOZD1g from the abraded flesh, such as would continue after the friction had
ceased. Moreover, 'it is clear that the abrasion took place after the scourging, for
in this area the wounds inflicted by tho scourge were altered, aggravated, some of
them almost obliterated. In tho case of the Man of tho Shr-oud; as in t hat of Christ,
everJ~hing points to tho carr~~g of the cross-beam only.

One need not be disturbed by the fact that the Shroud differs from popular
belief and the tradition of art. In this respect as in others, the Shroud is dif
ferent because it is in accord ~~th historical fact. It does not represent the con
ception of any human artist; it bears the imprints of the Savior with His wounds as
they were actually graven upon His Sacred flesh.

THE CRUCIFLXION

Dr. Hynok insists over and over again that the body of ono crucified was
suspended entirely from the arms without support of any kind. The foot-rest, it is
true, may be ruled out, for t.hcrc seems to be no historical warrant for its use.
The Shroud, too, indicates that the foot were nailed directly to the upright with
out the sloping. support adopted by artists. Dr. HJnek, however, also rules out
the sedi.le, a projection in the middle of the upright upon which the crucified
could rest, whereas it can hardly be denied that such a support was a customary part
of the cross. In describing the cross, t.hr-co of our earliest witnesses -- Justin,
Lr-enaosus and Tcrtullian -- speak of the middle projection, calling it a scat and a
horn. And there is the phrGse common among ancient vITiters: in cruce equitare, to
sit astride on the crOSB.

Perhnps this does not definitely settle the question so far as the cross
of Christ is concerned. Perhaps , too, if there was such a projection in His casc ,
t.her'e should be traces of it in t he imprints. But Dr. H~'l1Gk denies that such a
support over existed, and insists thnt the body of Christ was suspended by the arms
alo~e, not on any historical or scriptural authority, but only bccnuse he considers
this essentinl to his theory of tho causa of the death of Christ. He defeats his
own purpose, however, as will be seen below. In the absence of a foot-rest, this
very theory demands son~ support like the middle projection.

Dr. Hynek also supposes that, after the death of Christ, the chin rested
on the chest, closing the mouth and stiffening in this position. (p. 40, 51, 85)
~nen he takes up the qUGstion of the buriQl, ho offers this as proof that there was
no need of a chan-band, Mor-covcr, he cLaims that this is confirmed by an expori
ment performed by Dr) Barbet, who crucif1ed a human corpse which was perfectly
pliable. Of t his experiment Dr. Hynek wr i.t es: "the head hung forward by its O'Wl1
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weight, with tho chin touching the chest so that the mouth shut of its own accord
and r-eina ined shut. II (P. 51) This is not correct. The head hung forward just slight
ly, leaving the chin free. (58)

THE WOUND IN THE ~

Dr. Hynek says it was a COlrrmon practice of the ROIT~BS to terminate the tor
ments of the crucified by piercing the side with a spear. (p. 55, 66) He states this
as a.f it were a vmll-estat;lished fact, whereas all the known evidence points the other
way. He thereby surrender's an .impor-t.ant mark of the identity of the Man of the Shroud
who, like Christ, was pierced through the side while still suspended on the cross.

Dr. Vignon reviewed all the historical references that ffiight have any bear
ing on the question. (59) In the end, he found only one case that might be said to
have some resemblance to that of Christ. The crucified mar-tyre Marcus and Marcclli
nus were dispatched with a spear, but only because they persisted in raising t.he i r
vo.i.c c in thanksgiving to Christ to In other words , it was a chance occurrence in their
parr.Lcu.Lar case, not in any wayan indication of a common practice thus to hasten the
death of the crucified.

The case of Christ was different and still more exceptional. The soldiers
came to Calvary to break the legs of the three crucified. This, and not the pierc-
jng of the side, was the customary mode of hastening death when the crucified were
to be taken down from the cross before succumbing to their t.orment s , But Christ was
already dead, and .st. John§tates explicitly that the soldiers saw that He was dead
(In,, 19:33). He states this with peculiar emphasis, for it was most unusual for one
to die en quickly on the cross. The soldiers, therefore, did not break the legs of
Christ, but one of them opened His side 'with a lance. That violent thrust may have
been a. wanton impulse, a gesture of' contempt, an effort to wake doubly sure of Christ r s
death -- anything cut an act in accord vri.t h est.ab'l.Lshcd practice. It was an accident
of the moment under the most extraordinary circwnstances, and it sets the case of ,
Christ apart by itself as unique in the history of crucifixion. The imprint of His
open side can still be seen on the Shroud.

It is agreed among the medical men who have studied tho Shroud that the
issue from the wound in the side has the appearance of post-mortem bleeding and
something else besides -- thick blood accompaniod by a thin vBtery fluid. This is
anothur mark of Ldent it.y because it agrees with the Gospels in another unique detail.
According to the narrative of the Evangelists, it may have been about an hour after
deat.h that the side of Christ was pierced. The eye-witness St. John relat cs that
immediately there came forth blood and water (In. 19:34).

The Shroud reveals even more than is related in the Gospels. In the dor
sal image there are two meandering streams that extend across the imprint of the
loins. These have still more clearly the appearance of semi-fluid blood and some
sort of organic liquid. Here, in fact, the blood seems to be p~rtly clotted. The
two streams were a second flow from the wound in the side, issuing from below the
level of the wound when the body was laid on the Shroud. This occurred close to
three hours after the death of Christ.

Dr. Hynek is probably mistaken in saying that this second issue flowed on
the under surfaoe of the body. It seems much more likely that it flowed on the
Shroud itself under the arched loins. This offers no real difficulty in view of the
fact that this was a new sheet of unbleached linen, woven in a compact twill design.
It must also have been somewhat stiff, like the replica of the fabric of the Shroud at~

tached to page 55 of Timossi I s book. The irregular flow in two winding st-r-eams could
easily have beon caused by an QDCvenness of the cloth.
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Dr. Hynek is certainly mistaken in saying that the second issue from the
lance wound f'Lewcd f'r-om one side to the other "whi.Lo the body was being wound in
linen strips and laid in the Shroud. 11 (p. 75) How is one to picture the operat, ion
of laying the body in the Shroud while it is being wound in linen strips? However
that may be, the blood and water surely could not have remained as we now sec them on
the Shroud -- undisturbed and still so exact as to amaze the medical investigators.
The truth is that there could have been no windLl1g of the body in linen strips. Not
only would this have wrought havoc with the flow of blood and ~ater, it would also
have r endcr-ed impossible the formation of the two images, which are practically an
und; stor-t od reflection of the; body -- anatomically correct and bearing details so
preclse as to defy the nncroscope and the photographic enlarger.

Speculation on secondary aspects should not be allowed to obscure the fact
that the Shroud retains the t races of the issue of blood and water from the side of
Christ, thereby offering visible proof t hat He really died on the cross. It con
firms this momentous fact still mere surely by showing that there was a post-mortem
bleeding also from the right foot, and that the body evidently grew rigid while
still nailed to the cross.

All this valuable evidence must be carefully distinguished from two problems
that have baffled scriptural commentators from the beginning: VJbe;nce did the blood
and wator- come? ADd what. precisely was the water? Dr. Hynek asserts that both these;
problems have been solved by the Shroud. ~bat he really means is that he regards a
certain explanation as the true onc -- that of Dr. Barbet as modified by Dr. Judica.
But this is a theory which other physicians and pathologists do not accept, and there
are other explanations which seem to have a certain amount of authority. In the end,
any solution that ITay be offered must be judged from a strictly medical point of view
without involving the Shroud in a quest ion that it cannot solve.

Dr. Hynek's treatment of this question is particularly unfortunate. He
ventures into tho field of exegesis in an attempt to show that the Shroud with its
imprints is in accord with the Gospel account of the burial of Christ. Instead,
he distorts the meaning of the sacred text and surrenders the impregnable position
of the Shroud, rendering himself logically incapable nf affirming its authenticity.
A brief statement of the problem and of Dr. HJmck's positi0n will make this clear.

In recent years the attack against the Shroud has been based principally
upon the biblical texts th~ describe the burial of Christ. According to these
texts, say the opponents, the body of Christ was washed and anointed, the face
covered with a napkin, the linen sheet bound about the body with swathing-bands.
Under these circumstances, of course, there could have been no imprints of the boqy
cn the winding-sheet like those on the Shroud of Turin. I dealt with this objec
tion at the sindonological congress held in Rome. (60) Before that I treated the
whole question of the burial in two articles to which I refer the reader for an
ample documentation. (61)

From all four Evangelists it is clear that the burial was performed in
haste within the little time available; beforo the beginning of the Sabbath. With
regard to the manner of the burial, the SJmoptics offer no difficulty at all. They
simply state that the body was wrapped in the linen sheet and laid in the tomb.
Beyond that, they imply that the body was not anointed, relating that the women pr-e
pared ointments after the burial and went to the tomb on Sunday morning to anoint
the Lord. The washing of the body is also the be excluded because of certain
ritual requirements which could not have been fulfilled in the unforeseen emer
gency on Ci.Lvary•

The text of St. John is more detailed, and it is interpreted by the oppo
nents as meaning that yhe body of Christ was bound with linen bands, and that the
sudarium which was "upon his head" was a napkin covering the face. They overlook
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was
the phrase which is really the key to the whole problem. Th~y body wrapped in
linplen cloths, says John (io.zo), "according to the custom of the Jews .in preparing
the dead for burial. If Was it Jewish custom in the time of Christ to bind the dead
with swathing-bands after the manner of a mummy'? And was the face of the dead
cover-ed with a napkin? Not ono of the opponents has investigated these questions,
which can be decided only by reliable historical authority.

All the historical sources which refer to the Jevlish manner of clothing
the dead at the beginning of the Christian era or in earlier times, speak only of
envelopment of the body in a shroud or in ordinary garments. Never is there any
allusion to binding with swathing-bands, which would have been an anomaly in the
Jewish rnanner of burial.

As a general practice, tho covering of the face was introduced later. In
the time of Christ it was done only under certain circumstances 'which were not pre
sent in His case. The sudaE~~ nny have been the winding-sheet folded over the head,
or a Chill-band, which is known to have been in use among the ancient Jews. It could
not have been a napkin covering the face.

On the basis of the sacred text, therefore, we have good reason to conclude,
indeed we are compelled to conclude, that the customary burial rites were deferred
because of exceptional circumstances. It was a hasty, provisional burial, with
which the ilIlprints on the Shroud of Turin agree in all respects. So far, then, from
bc i.ng an insuperable difficulty, the Gospel account of the; burial provides another
cogent argument for the ident ity of tho Man of the Shroud.

Now f0r Dr. Hynek's interpretation. (pp. 79-91) He holds rightly that the
body was not washed or anointed. He is right also in saying, with practically all
commentators, that tho mixture of myrrh and aloes mentioned by John was a dry powder.
But then th8se powdered spices suddenly become ointment, containing rrvarious kinds
of resins, which were dissolved in the aromatic essence to make the mixture more \
liquid and easier to handle. II Cp., 90) Somehow there is also oil of turpentine, con
taining pinene, which by oxidation turns resinous, "and after a considerable time a
seIT~-solid mass results, which later solidifies ••• these products also affected the
pure linen of the Shroud. II (p, 91)

Moreover, according to Dr. HJ~ek, the body was bound in the winding-sheet
with linen bands. But this was not all. There was also the myrr-h -- "a resin
which stiffens when mixed with unguents. II (P. 83) So the winding-sheet was secured
with the linen strips stiffened with myrrh and unguents, which indeed stiffened so
well that, when Peter came to the tomb, "he saw the Shroud lying on the stone, still
preserving the outline of Christ's body. The ointment of myrrh, stiffening on the
linen bands, caused them to keep the shape of the body they had wrapped." (P. 88)

Apparently a handkerchief was laid over Our Lord's face, as illustrated by
an experiment of Dr. Judica. "I'he imprints", says Dr. Hynek, "wer-e formed not only
on the handkerchief but also, through it, on the Shroud itself." (p. 96)

Is it too much to say that this description of the burial of Christ is
fantastic? Let it pass in silence and read the Evangelists.

As for the Shr-oud, just look at the photos. Note the mistlike, evanescent
stain forming a complete, undistorted iwBge of the front and the back of the body.
Note the realistic marks of fresh wounds , some of them with traces of a serous exu
dati0n. Note the precise transfers of blood, exactly as it had flowed and clotted
on the surface of the body and still portraying the separation of clot and serum.
Compare the positive and the negative photos, and realize that the noble, dmpos ing
figure standing out against the black background like a statue sculptured by a
supreme master) is latent in the form of a negative in the stains on the Shroud.
Then ask yourself: Could these two incomparable images, surpassing anything ever
creat ed by art, have been conceivably produced with such a crude accumulat ion of
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volatile essences, viscid ungunnts, solidified and rigid, form-fitting wrappings?

As for the imprint of the face beine produced on the Shroud through a
hancL.Lcerchief -- whatever may have been the result of Dr. Judica r s experiment, cer
tainly nothing of the kind took place in the case of the Shroud. There is blood
there in solid mass, evidently transferred to the cloth directly from the forehead
and the hair. It could not have passed through another cloth, for this would have
strained out the blood and left at most a dull stain.

One final point. Dr. Hynek reminds his readers: "l have already made it
cle2r that any kind of chin-cloth to close the mouth was unnecessary, and that none
was uscd;" (p, 85} He has already made t hi.s clear by assuming that the chin rested
on the chest while dead body remained on the cross. We saw above that this supposi
tion is disproved 'by the very experiment to which Dr. Hynek appeals. The mouth
was very probably bound up with a Chin-band, and this offers a reasonable explana
tion of the interruption of the Impr-int at the top of the head.

According to Dr. Hynek, this vacant space "could only have been caused by
heaps of aromatics inserted inside the stretched linen and separating the two sets
of iJnpressions from each other." (p , 83) It is hard to picture heaps of powdered
spices inserted inside the stretched linen in the form of the vacant space on the
Shroud" Had the aromatics been there in contact with the; cloth, there would have
be;en no vacant space, since the aromatics themselves were an active agent in the
production of the imprints.

I repeat, so long as Dr. Hynek maintains his concept of the burial of
Christ, he cannot consistently affirm the authenticity of the Shroud of Turin.

THE GENESIS OF THE llvWRINTS

The authenticity of the Shroud is entirely independent of the questi~n: \
By what process were the two stain images produced? Some of the defendors of the
Shroud have exaggerated the importance of this question, while opponents have imag
ined that the suthenticity cf the Shr-oud must stand or fall with any solution that
may be offered. Even if there were no satisfactory explanation, this would not in
the least impair the evidence which proves that the Shroud bears the imprints of
Christ. Quite naturally, however, students of the Shroud have sought a solution.

In 1902 Yves Delage presented, before the French Academy of Science, the
vaporograph theory worked out by Vignon with the aid of Delage himself and Rene
Colsen. AITmonia v<lpors released from the sweat -- so the theory runs -- re-acted
with an element in the aloes and produced the reddish brown stain -- the stain
being graduated accor-d.ing to the contours o f the body and the varying distance of
the cloth from the surface. It was thus that Vignon accounted for the negative
characteristics of the two images. As a matter of fact, on the Shroud the stain
is dark where the cloth was in contact with the reliefs of the body, whereas it
fades away <It the receding planes of the cavities and the rounded sides where
there could have been no cont<lct.

After seeing the Shroud in 1931 and m~ing new experiments, Vignon re
affirmed his theory. At the same t Lmo he pointed out the difficulties t.hat it in
volves and declared that it is only a partial explanation. The imprints on the
ShrOUd, he said, remain in mnny respects <l scientific mystery.

At the n<ltion<ll sindonological congress held in Turin in 193', Dr. Giovanni
Judica-Cordiglia, Professor of Legal Medicine at the University of Milan, proposed
an entirely different theory, which caused a great stir because of its novelty and
the fact that it W<lS based on experiments performed with human corpses. (62) As
spming that the Shroud had been saturated with a solution of turpentine and olive
04-< which caus cd i.t to adhere to the body like a wet gown, I'r , Judica ascribed the
imI-:~'i~-:t5 to direct contact -- the st.a.i.ns , according to him, being produced by a
re-action of the myrrh and aloes with the turpentine.
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Like many others, Dr. Hynek accepts this theory as the true explanation of
the Lmprirrt.s on the Shroud, and declares it to be a complete refutation of the
vaporograph theory. Unfortunately, it is all too clear that he understands neither
the one nor the other. He seriously rnisrepressnts Vignon f s tLeory and gives an in
accurate accoill1t of Dr. Judica1s. In different parts of his book he mixes elements
of both theories in contradictory fashion. Above all, he does not realize that Dr.
Jud~ca1s theory has no chance of 8xplallling how the imprints on the shroud were pro
duced.

Dr. Judica nctes that any attempt at a solution must be In accord with the
condic ion of the body of Christ in the tomb, and that this demands a correct recon
St.P1E>l~ion of the buriaL, Strangely enough, however, he himself accepts an inter
pretaGion of the Gospel account which was put fOl~ard by Pere F. Mv Braun, a.p., in
a -::ht,ermined attack against the aut hent.Lci.t.y of the Shroud. (63) Drj Judica modi
f_Ld·S P. Braun Ts interpretation Ln some respects, but he accepts in substance the
idea that the burial of Christ was definitive, with the observance of all the cus
t.omary rites.

According to Dr. Judica, the body was washed at least summarily. The mix
ture of myrrh and aloes was copiously strewn over the body and thoroughly dried:
the wourids , The face was covered with a thin veil. The body, wrapped in the wind
ing--sheet, was bound with linen bands at the neck, the waist, the knees and the
feet, A solution of turpentine and olive oil was poured over the burial linens and
caus ed the winding-sheet to cling about the body. 'When Peter entered the tomb on
Sunday morning, he saw the vrinding-sheet lying in its place and retaining the form
of the body as if it were a mummy.

This reconstruction of the burial of Christ dOGS not seem to be any better
than Dr. Hynek1s. It is decidedly at variance with the Gospels and the Jewish prac
tice af the time. Here, then, is a fatal flaw in Dr. Judica's whole theory. He
bu.i.Lds on a false foundation, and at the very outset eli.ruinates the possibility of
exp.l.a in.lng the imprints on the Shroud. tIore than that, his theory is in contradic
tion with the imprints in almost every respect. Here are the principal points.

The body that caused the imprints was not washed, not even summarily,
otherwise the blood and s erum would have been removed, or at least badly smeared.

Neither was the body copiously strevm with powdered spices.
been present in great quantity, they would have prevented many of the
of the i~mage. There certainly could not have been the impressions of
the precise ~ransfers of blood, the traces of serum or of the c0picus
the wound in the side.

Had these
fine details
fresh wounds,
flow from

If the Shroud had been saturated with oil, these details would have been
prevented all the more surely. Moreover, the oil would have combined with the
spices and the blood and would have formed a paste which, after drying, would have
adhered tenaciously to the cloth, as Dr. Judica found in some of his experiments.
He also observed that the adhesive mass dissolved under the action of water vapor,
leaving a halo around a central nucleus. Nothing like this, of course, is to be
seen on the Shroud.

As already pointed out, the face could not have been covered with a veil,
for this would have prevented the direct transfer of blood from t he brow and the
hair, supposing that there was still blood there after the alleged washing.

The Shroud certainly did not cling closely about the Whole body, otherwise
there would be an imprint of the sides as well as of the front and the back, and
we would have a stain equal in width to the circuw~erence of the body. On the
Shroud there is an imprint only of the frontal and the dorsal planes of the body,
~nd the two figures are almost as free from distortion as an image reflected in
a mirror"
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All these features of the imprints exclude Dr. Judica's theory. The rest
of the t hcor-y and Dr. Judica's method of procedure arc irrelevant. The chemical
rc-action between turpentine and the ar-omat.Lcs , and the attempt to account for the
color of tho imprints by the re-action of tho blood with the mixture a Locs-myrrh
turpentine, can t.oLl, us not.h.ing useful regarding the Shroud.

Equally irr8levant is the fact that Dr. Judica experimented with human
corpses. These were in no condition analogous to that of the body of Chiist, pre
pared as they were in accordance with an erroneous conception of the burial. Of
t.homs cLvcs , the corpses contributed nothing to t hc rl;sult, except to supply a figure
with reliefs. The same could have been clone just as well with a statue. :M. Clement,
in fact> per-f'orrncd a similar experiment with a marble bust and obtained a comparable
r csuf.t • (64)

Dr. Judica, it is true, obtained negativc images of human faces by his
process (he do~s not reproduce any imprint obtained from a Whole body) -- rather
rudimentary and expressionless, but still negatives, though they needed subsequent
treatment wi.t.h water vapor to tone down the sharp contrasts and to give the stain
some degree of shading. But this is all beside the point. Produced by such a pro
ccss , under such circumstances, and with such mat.cr-La.Ls , how can Dr. Judica' s nega
t.Lvcs illustrate the genesis of the imprints on the Shroud? These are not any kind
of negatives produced by any kind of process. \~atcvor part the spices may have play
ed~ these tmprints were produced by some subtle emanations from the body itself,
anci they form a genuine portrait in reverse, with that noble, sorrowful countenance
Lat.errt in the stains, along with those two perfectly moulded figures in which we can
read every phase of the drama of Calvary.

Dr. Hynek does a poor service to tho cause of the Shroud in proclaiming
Dr. JUdica1s theory as the definitive explanation of the linprints. It is only bo
cause of his radical mi.sconccpt Lcn of the true state of the question that he can
declare it to be a completo refutation of Vignon 1s vaporograph theory. The latter,
theory is not affected in th~ lc~st by Dr. Judica's rr~sguidcd effort. Other at
tempts havo be on made to oxp.La in the imprints on t hc Shroud, but t.hcy are all pure
hypotheses untested by experiment, and not one of them seems to have any specula
tive probability. With all its difficulties and defects, tho vaporograph theory re
~~ins the only one that may be regarded as a probable and approximate explanation.
As Vignon himself insists, this loaveS the imprints to a great extent a scientific
mystery •

DEATH--
Vfuat was the iITmedinte physical cause of the death of Christ? This ques

tion was not considered in connection with tho Shroud till about fifteen years ago,
When Dr. Hynek proposed a theory which he claimed to be visibly portrnyed by tho
L~prints. His thco~J is that Christ died of asphyxia, brought about by acute cramps
of the muscles of the respiratory system, as a result of prolonged suspension on
the cross. This theory he f'cat ur-cs in a.l.L his writings on the Shroud as a momentous
discovery of his own, and he claims that it is scientifically demonstrated. He still
ma.int.adns it in his Lat cst, book (pp. 56-65) without any hint to the r-eader- t.hat seri
ous objections h~vc been meda, and that other medical men ruject his theory.

How cautious and roserved pathologists ofton arc in pronouncing judgement
as to the cause of death in n particular c~se even when they have been able to per
form an autopsy. Dr. Hynek attempts to solve tho dclic~tc problem of tho cause of
the death of Christ from a set of rather faint imprints produced ninet cen centuries
ago. The fact is that he exaggerates certain details and makes extrav~gant clnL~s

that go far beyond anything thot the imprints can raven,l.

The problem must be investigated according to different criteria. Above
all, there must first be acar-cf'u.L study of t.h., Gospels, the only historico.l record
t.hat. we havo , in order to dct.crrmno as accurately as possible the ci.r-cumat.ancos of



the denth of Christ. No the~ry of the cause nf His death is worthy cf consideration
unless it be in accord with these circunilltances. On this basis, I have consulted
~ny medical men about Dr. Hynekfs theory. They were all extremely skeptical, if
not decidedly opposed.

In 1937 I submitted six objections to Dr. Hynek himself in a manuscript
which had been read and endorsed by four practicing physicians and"two pathologists.
In April, 1950, shortly before the sindonological congress in Rome, I reminded Dr.
Hynek that he had not yet answered these objections. He was not able to attend the
congress} (65) and the objections still remain unanswered.

Meanwhile the whole question was placed in a new light, and the objections
to Dr.. Hynek's theory were rendered still more cogent, by the results of experiments
coniuctcd by Dr. Hermann Moedder of Cologne, who presented his findings at the con
gress in Rome. (66) Briefly, the case is as follows.

A preliminary objection is that Dr. Hynek follows a wrong method of in
quiry. He pays little attention to the Gospels and strives to determine the cause
of death by crucifixion in general. This he assumes to be asphyxia due to muscular
constriction of the respiratory system, and he concludes that the same cause must
have brought about the death of Christ. Even if his premise were correct (it seerns
now tD "08 refuted by Dr. Moedder's experiments), the conclusion would not follow.
The ~anncr of Christ's death was strikingly different from the way in which the
cruc .i.t'Led ordinarily died. It must, therefore, be considered by itself if t here is
to be any prospect of determining the cause of death in this one exceptional case.

The second objection concerns the duration of the agony of Christ on the
cross.

One of tho most horrible aspects of crucifixion was the fact that it last
ed so long~ At least a full day seems to have been common. Two or three days wete
not unusual. Christ died after three hours -- such an Gxceptionally short lapse of
tirw3 that Pilate was astounded when told that Christ was already dead. It seemed
so unlikely that he called the centurion from Calvary to verify the death.

At first the objection against Dr. Hynek's theory was that he could not
account for the fact that Christ died so quickly. Now it seems rather that he can
not explain how Christ endured so long. He maintains that Christ was suspended by
the arms fully outstretched, without any support like a foot-rest or a projection

'f at the middle of tho upright. ~~In Dr. Moedder's experiments robust, athletic young
7) men, fresh and well rested, wero suspended from an iron rod with the hands only one

meter apart -- a considerable mitigation. After only a few minutes there were seri
ous functional disturbances, especially in the action of the heart and the circula
tion of the blood. Scme of the subjects were able to endure the experiment for an
hour if they altcrnateri between hanging by the hands for three minutes and standing
fer three minutes. (6 ~) After six minutes of continuous suspension most of them were
overcome by unconsciousness in the condition called "orthostatic collapse, II due to
an insufficient supply of blood to the brain and the heart. The most that even the
strongest could endure till they lapsed into unconsciousness was twelve minutes.

orthostatic collapse is not death, but death would have resulted rather
quickly if the suspension had not been terminated. How quickly, could not, of
course, be determined, but the experiments prove this mUCh: under the conditions
postulated by Dr. Hynek - free suspension by the arms fully outstretched -- a
crucified person would have died long before three hours had elapsed.

The process, too, would have been quite different from asphyxia through
cramps of the breathing muscles. Dr, Hoedder reports that there were no cramps even
01' .l.,h8 muscles of the arms that suat.a.i.nei the weight of the body. The breathing
bC',-:';,J,JW rapid 3.Y1d shallow, but this was because of the permanent distention of the
t.hcrax, 'rewar-ds the end of each experiment, the breathing was almost entirely
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diaphragmatic. The yital capacity (6 9) was notably reduced, but it was far from
threatening suffocation. It is particularly noteworthy that there was no tendency
to any cramp of the diaphragm, whereas Dr. Hynek supposes an acute cramp of this
central breathing muscle to have been the decisive factor in causing the death ~f

the crucified by asphyxia. On the other hand, the supply of blood to the brain and
the heart decreased rapidly. This and not asphyxia, says Dr. Moedder, would be the
cause of death in the case wher-e free suspension by the arms is allowed to continue
without relief.

Dr" Eoedder and other physicians consider that Dr. Hynek's theory as to the
cause of the death of the crucified is definitely refut ed , Apart from t he process,
the time factor alone is a canclusive argument against it, in the case of Chr i.st, as
well as of the crucified in general.

Thirdly, Christ spoke His last words and cried out with a loud voice im-·
rned.lat.e.l.y before His death. This would have been impossible in Dr. Hynek! s theory,
according to which the whole respiratory and vocal system would have been completely
paralyzed by the final fatal constriction of the breathing muscles, especially of
the diaphragm. Dr. Moeddcr reparts that neither he nor any of his collaborators was
able to utter a loud cry in the last moments before collapse, though their mode of
suspension was less taxing than the manner of crucifixion assumed by Dr. Hynek, and
crtnostatic collapse is not the same as death.

Fnurthly, Christ was fully conscious to the very end. Dr. Moedderts ex
periments show that the free suspension supposed by Dr. HJ~ek would have caused
uncounsciousness very quickly, certaL~ly within the first half hour.

Fifthly, the death of Christ was sudden -- an abrupt ending of life im
mediately after He had cried out with a loud voice. Such a death could not have been
caused by asphyxi.a resulting from progressive constriction of the respira.tory mus
cles) This is a gr-adua.L process and it would bring on death slowly, not with a SUd
den shock. It would be similar to the case of one who suffocates fr/"'Dl the effects
of poison gas, nr from having his supply of air shut off externally. In Dr.
M:Jeddcr r s experiment s the funct ional disturbances were progressive, the subjects
gradually lapsed into unconsciousness, and if the suspension had not been terminated
death would have resulted after a further lapse of time.

Finally, like most physicians and path010gists Who have dealt with the
problem, Dr. Hynek considers only the bodily sUfferings of Christ, as if the sacri
fice of the Savior was a purely physical process. There was another factor of
primary importance -- His agony of mind. Along with the crucifixion of the body,
there was an interior crucifixion 0f the spirit -- the sorrow, the outraged love,
the mysterious sense of dereliction, that t.ransf'Ixed the Victim laden with the sins
of the wor-Ld, That piercing merrt aL ngony, penetrating the depths,.,f the soul, must
havo had its re-action in t he body -- a Ll, the more profoundly because the physical
corvtlt.Lons induced by crucifixion must have made the whole organism more suscepti
ble to the liupact of tho inner spiritual crisis.

The agony in tho Garden of Olives gripped and wrenched the b~dy of Christ
s~ as to produce a sweat 0f blood. It might have been mortal had not the consoling
angel brought relief. "My seul is sorrowful even unt o death, II said Christ as He
entered upon this agony. V~~at, then, aro we to say of the agony that harrowed His
soLl while He was actually acc0mplishing His atoning sacrifice on the cross? May
not this be the key to the whole problem? May it net, perhaps, enable us at least
to divine how Christ died, and VIl:.~T He died in such an exceptional rmnr.er-? At any
rato, an inquiry int~ the immedjate cause of His death is superficial and inade
quat e if one disregards His mental suf'f'erings ,

These are the six ob.iect.Lone that I proposed tn Dr. Hynek. The medical
men whom I c oneul.t.cd and Drs, UJed'J::;r~ c'30ilS.' Zimmermann, Pototschnig, (70)
Mad.go) (71) and Schrni.t.t.Lcan, (72) made other objections of a more technical nature,
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but these six vlill suffice to show how far Dr. Hynek is from solving so delicate and
complicated a problem.

It is with deep regret that one sees The ~ Likeness appear in English.
Readers will be grossly misinformed- These who may already have some knowLedge of
the Shroud wi.Ll. be confused. Revieviers will probably take their cue from Sheed
and TfiTard IS Jr~1,25'~.. For that matter, how many will be qualified to judge the book
for t.hems e.i.vec accor-ding to its real merits? (73) Hostile critics will have an easy
tar,Q)ot, and perhaps they will think they are scoring against the Shroud, whereas
they' 'will unly be hitting the errors of Dr. Hynek.

The Stroud is bOUJ1d to t.rLumph in the end because it is genuine. Then all
but the most resolute skeptics will realize with wonder and gratitude that we really
do 'P'Jssnss the true likeness of the Savior of the world, along vrith the vivid and
ac c.r-at.o por-t.r-ayaL of His sufferings in the imprints of His own body. What a pity
if +,he day of t-riumph should be retarded by a flow of literature from the pen (If
an innj:Y1J defender who, however sincere and zealous, may de as much harm as an
avowed (~pp\)nent l
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